
THE QUAR TERLY NE WSLE T TER OF ABIL IT Y BUILDING COMMUNIT Y 

65 Years of ABC
Written by Wayne Stenberg and Crystal Heim

The Merriam-Webster dictionary definition of change is: to make radically 
different, transform, or give a different position, course, or direction. This 
radical shift is what the parents and original founders had in mind 65 years 
ago when they came together to form Ability Building Community (then 
known as Ability Building Center).  They broke down barriers and created new 
paths for those with disabilities. They were determined to make positive ways 
to foster growth in their sons, daughters, and friends. Did they know when 
they started the total impact their vision would have on other’s lives?   That 
someday their dream would come to fruition and continue to evolve to what 
ABC is today? 
Sixty-five years ago, ABC started with 3 staff, and 15 individuals served in the 
basement of Samaritan Bethany. Today, we serve over 700 individuals, have 
almost 200 staff members, have 4 service locations, and work at over 100 community sites.  So much has happened in between 
that time, and here are just a few of the highlights. 

• In 1956, at the recommendation of the Governor’s Advisory Commission on the Handicapped.  A small group of citizens from
Rochester formed a committee to identify the needs of people with disabilities in the area. They found that the need for employment 
in a safe, supportive environment to be a top priority. Many people with disabilities typically didn’t work or had not worked for a 
considerable amount of time in those days. After several months of planning, the Ability Building Center (ABC) became a legally 
organized corporation under the laws of MN.  
• On January 4th, 1957, ABC began assembling 50,000 souvenir tom-tom drums
• In 1979 ABC settled into its current location at 1911 14th St NW Rochester, MN. The need for growth would come in the late ‘80s. 
• In 1980 ABC operations expanded by renting Woodland Industries of Caledonia.  The programming continued to extend in
2001 in the Houston County area. 
• Ability Enterprises (AE) opened its doors in the 1500 building in NW Rochester in 1991, serving people interested in working but
with a higher level of need for support.
• In the summer of 2001, ABC Works was added, and more programs and services became available throughout SE Minnesota. 
( ABC Works has two locations, La Crescent and Caledonia). 
• In the late 2010s, the work done at ABC started to transition from center-based jobs to community-based employment. 
• In 2019 the name changed to Ability Building Community to better reflect our current growth. 

We find ourselves in admiration of where ABC has started and what it has 
become today. Although our mission and name have changed since its first 
beginning in 1956, our vision of what we would like to accomplish has not. Our 
mission today aligns with the founder’s vision of community inclusion. 
Today, ABC promotes community participation, provides quality work 
environments and training, increases self-determination and self-worth, and 
empowers people to make their own choices.  We continue to build on a solid 
foundation of trust and integrity, honoring family, helping people feel valued, 
and growing our community partnerships to further community inclusion for 
individuals with disabilities. 
From all of us who the organization touches, we say thank you for your support 
as the founding spirit of ABC continues to impact the lives of the people around 
the region and beyond.  Let’s make our 65th year and the years to come the 
best they can be as we continue to celebrate abilities, ONE person at a time! 
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Leaving a Legacy
Written by Steve Kann 

My wife, Brenda, and I have been thinking for some time now how 
we could do the mechanics of leaving a Legacy Gift to ABC.  Since 
this is a milestone anniversary year for ABC, 65 years, we decided 
that now is the time to make it happen.  And maybe even more 
importantly we have come to appreciate the wonderful services 
provided by ABC in this pandemic year. 

There is no doubt we all suffered a bit this past year due to Covid.  
Our lives were upended and routines changed significantly.  
However, it became very, very evident that the individuals that are 
served at ABC were impacted more severely in many cases.  Our 
daughter, Maria, was one of those individuals. 

The impact of isolation, lack of socialization, and routine significantly changed the person Maria was pre pandemic.  All of the 
medicine changes, counseling, and therapies we tried could not bring back our wonderful girl.  That ALL CHANGED the day she was 
able to begin receiving services again from ABC.  We will never forget how much ABC did to bring life back to our daughter.

When we learned that we could designate ABC as a beneficiary on an IRA it made the process so easy to begin our legacy giving 
to ABC.  We did not have to change our will and could make a simple change to the beneficiary designation.  Since this is a 65 year 
milestone anniversary date for ABC we decided to designate ABC as a beneficiary for $65,000.  We hope this is just the beginning 
for the Legacy we hope to leave for ABC.  ABC has significantly changed our lives... and continues to change the lives of all the 
individuals they serve.  

The Kann Family

Jill has worked on the Benchmark crew since 2017. She is always the first person 
ready to work, and is incredibly reliable. She never misses a day and picks up extra 
shifts if she can. Jill has worked incredibly hard to be safe at her jobsite and now helps 
others in being safe as well. Jill will alert folks if there is a moving vehicle, or a forklift 
coming towards the crew.

Another big accomplishment for Jill at this site - Benchmark has devices called 
elephants (portable bins on wheels) used to collect recyclables, garbage and other 
waste products to be sorted. Jill has gotten to be a pro at navigating the elephants 
into tight spaces, alerts people she is coming through or asks for assistance. She also 
likes to unload the elephants by her self since Jill says “I’m capable and independent!”

Lowry Award Winner

Jill celebrating her award

Josh has been employed at ABC for almost 20 years. During COVID-19 with everything 
shut down, Josh decided that he wanted to find a job in the community. Josh 
started job development with our Independent Employment Services Department 
with a job goal of cleaning. Josh was given the opportunity to work at Walmart in 
the maintenance department. Josh started his journey at Walmart in February.  He 
is currently sanitizing carts for all the customers. He comes in every day “happy and 
giggly as always” with a smile on his face and a love for what he is doing. He can’t 
wait to see what other opportunities he will have in the future. Way to go Josh!

Josh hard at work
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New Board Members
Jennifer Simpson

Jennifer is the Assistant Director of Human Resources for the City of Rochester, Minnesota.  In her role 
as Assistant Director, Jennifer works closely with designated department leaders as a strategic business 
partner providing expert-level consultative services that contribute to the achievement of citywide and 
departmental business goals.  Jennifer also provides expertise in organizational development and change 
management initiatives designed to support strategic plans and enhance leadership effectiveness.  

Prior to her experience with the City of Rochester, Jennifer worked as the Human Resources Director for 
Mower County where she performed all human resource functions with a primary role in labor relations.  
In addition to her public sector work, Jennifer has considerable experience in private sector human 
resources working with agencies specializing in health care for vulnerable adults.  Considering the variety 
of human resources functions she has performed throughout her career, Jennifer is most passionate about 

her work in organizational and leadership development.

Jennifer earned a Bachelor’s degree in 2004 from Upper Iowa University where she double majored in Human Resources Management 
and Human Services.  In 2008, she received a Master’s degree in Human Resource Management from St. Mary’s University.  After 
beginning her work in the public sector, Jennifer completed a certification program from Metropolitan State University in public 
sector Human Resource Management in 2011.  Most recently, Jennifer was certified as a Myers-Briggs Practitioner in 2016 and 
continues to use this training to provide formal and team-based education citywide.  

Outside of the workplace, Jennifer enjoys reading, cycling, and fashion. She also spends her time away from work painting and 
decorating her home, which she shares with her husband, Jim, eleven-year-old son, Kael, and dog, Stewie. 

Courtney Sebo Savica 

Courtney is an estate planning, probate, and litigation attorney with the law firm of Wendland 
Utz, Ltd.  Courtney focuses on working with families who have suffered loss and conflict.  
Courtney helps families navigate their way through the complicated and overwhelming legal 
system – or to avoid it altogether with an estate plan.  Courtney recently co-wrote a chapter 
on the SECURE Act for MinnCLE, Minnesota’s leading CLE resource for attorneys.  Courtney also 
regularly presents at CLEs for state and county bar associations throughout Minnesota.

Courtney is licensed to practice in both state and federal district courts in Minnesota.  She is a 
former Judicial Law Clerk to the Honorable Gordon W. Shumaker and Larry B. Stauber, Jr. with 
the Minnesota Court of Appeals.  Courtney lived and practiced law in the Twin Cities for 20 years 
before returning to her native Rochester three years ago.  Courtney and her husband, Rodolfo, 
are parents to a sweet baby girl.

Memorials
Russell Geary

Russell will be missed by many 
at ABC.  We will remember his 
jokes and smiles that were 
always available to his friends.   
Russell really enjoyed spending 
time at ABC putting his puzzles 
together and drinking his coffee.

Jody enjoying being back at work in La Crescent



Crooked Creek Community Center (aka: Freeburg Academy)

 Written by Sheila Heberlein and Laura Campbell

What do you do when the state of MN says that DT&H programs need to close our doors, halting services, during a pandemic?  We 
close our doors….and then, we put our heads together & come up with an alternative plan, so that we can continue to offer services 
to our people!

That is exactly what happened in Houston County in the Spring of 2021.  
Carmen Barthel worked some magic with the Freeburg town board, who 
agreed to rent the Crooked Creek Community Center to ABC.  This business 
deal allowed ABC to serve individuals who were not able to be served in-center 
(due to inability to leave masks on) in a safe environment. This alternative 
plan assured that we remained in compliance with the CDC guidelines. 

The Crooked Creek Community Center is located in a beautiful valley near 
the tiny rural town of Freeburg, MN.  This location is an old school building, 
transformed into a community center.  School rooms still exist, complete with 
the old chalk boards, school desks, and huge windows for a great view of the 
bluffs.  This nostalgic little school, tucked away in the valley, ties together 
new experiences to pieces of the past - as individuals served recall childhood 
memories of their own school days. The staff who work here also enjoy their 
little haven - often referring to their workplace as “Freeburg Academy.”

Although some work activities go 
on throughout the week, such as 
shredding paper and custodial 

tasks, the focus at Freeburg Academy is recreation.  Monday through Friday, you can find 
individuals served participating in a huge variety of activities crafting, baking, fishing, 
nature walks, painting, WII bowling, road-sign bingo, swinging, bird watching, or simply 
enjoying the wild flowers & wild life that are woven into this picturesque location.  This is 
a perfect setting for those who chose recreational activities over work tasks.

Freeburg Academy has served as a perfect space to assure safe programming for individuals 
served throughout the 2020-2021 Covid-19 Pandemic.  In fact, individuals served have 
enjoyed this location so much, that ABC will keep it as a permanent extension of our 
services here in Houston County!  A huge thank you to this small Freeburg community for 
making such a HUGE difference in the lives of the people we serve!

Individuals served enjoying Crooked Creek Site

Dan enjoying Crooked Creek Site

Left: Kyle being welcome back to work!                           
Middle: Jimmy and Doug enjoying the return 
of the Friday Dance Party.  Right: Individuals 
served back in the building saying hello to staff.



High Five Award Winners

Nancy
Nancy was nominated 
for being an excellent 
communicator, consistent 
and reliable, willing to help 
wherever it is needed. She 
is phenomenal with the 
individuals she works with and 
is devoted to helping them 
succeed, and she brings in her 
own talents to help teach the 
individuals how to succeed 
in more than just their goals. 
Nancy has stayed constant and 
true to these ideals everyday 
for the years that she has 
worked at ABC! We appreciate 
everything that you do Nancy!

Julie
Julie is a extremely caring 
individual. She has great 
relationship with all 
individuals served and staff, 
she makes everyone feel 
appreciated. Julie puts much 
effort and pride into her 
work each day, is honest and 
trustworthy. Julie is not afraid 
to be goofy to make someone 
smile and will often dance 
with individuals. She has a zest 
for life and bring that along to 
work to brighten everyone’s 
day. Thank you Julie for 
being you! We love having 
you apart of the ABC Team!

Judy
Judy was nominated by 
one of her staff members 
as she serves as a great role 
model and always has a 
great attitude. Judy provides 
people with the tools and 
assistance for achievement, 
she always provides feedback 
in a constructive way 
and teaches by example. 
Judy does a great job of 
being available to all staff. 

Thank you Judy for 
being a wonderful staff 
member, congratulations!

It was a great day of Par-tee with ABC 
on June 7th at Somerby Golf Club. 
Just nearly $75,000 was raised for 
programs and services at ABC. Thank 
you to all of our sponsors and golfers! 

Thank you for joining ABC for Best of the Fests on 
May 22nd at Schmitty’s Timeout Tavern. With your 
help we raised nearly $40,000 for programs and 
services at ABC! Stay tuned for details on next year!
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Sarah
Sarah was nominated for 
many reasons. She exemplifies 
the mission of ABC and 
continually  strives for success 
if all parts of the organization. 
She is a champion to all the 
individuals we serve at ABC 
and is always seeking to 
improve the quality of the 
services offered at ABC. Sarah 
has been a great long term staff 
member and is an essential 
member of the organization. 
Way to go Sarah, thank you 
for all that you do for ABC!
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SAVE THE DATE! 
Rochester Honkers Murder Mystery Dinner 

Join us on August 7th at Mayo Field for the first Annual 
Rochester Honkers Murder Mystery dinner. Part of the proceeds 
of the event will benefit the individuals served at ABC.  Tickets 
are available for purchase on the Rochester Honkers website. 
Contact Crystal Heim at 507-535-3693 or crystalh@abcinc.org

Celebrating Abilities September 18th 
 

Celebrating Abilities is back after taking the year off due 
to COVID-19. Save the date and plan to join us for a family 

friendly fundraising event on September 18th at Little Thistle 
Brewing. Beer, 50/50 raffle, kids activities, live music and 

more. Fun for everyone! Interested in sponsoring? Contact 
Crystal Heim at 507-535-3693 or crystalh@abcinc.org 


